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ABOUT ARIADNE

Ariadne is a new initiative in Finance and Risk Management. It is profiting from over 100 

combined years of successful entrepreneurial and academic experience of our Ariadne 

founding partners. Our team combines a unique combination of skills and experience in 

financial and enterprise risk  management, risk software development, finance and risk 

consulting.

Ariadne was initiated by Willi Brammertz, the lead author of “Unified Financial Analysis”. 

Financial experts consider Willi Brammertz to be the driving force pushing the edges of 

financial analytics and leading the industry forward.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Founder

Dr. Willi Brammertz

Area of Expertise

Risk Management Consulting

Risk Management Software

Data Standardisation

INTRODUCTION

Banking is driven by regulatory demands. This is even more true since the 2008 crisis. Ariadne 

makes it possible to combine the power of business analytics, accounting and regulation. The 

single financial contract and its expected cash-flows form the basis of any analysis from where 

we strictly derive every analytic result. This guarantees consistency between the concepts, 

including regulatory reporting.

REGULATION AND GRANULAR DATA

Regulation is heading towards granular data. For Ariadne, the granular level (single financial 

contract view) has always been the starting position. Ariadne allows to calculate and store any 

analytic results on the single contract level in daily granularity. Specific regulatory reporting 

criteria can be added on the single contract level. From this basis, any regulatory report can be 

created via query, selection statements, grouping etc., which is a standard DB functionality.

SPECIFIC AND AD HOC REGULATORY REPORTS

For standard regulatory reports Ariadne does cooperate with recognized standard reporting 

tool providers.

More important than standard reports has been the rise of ad hoc reporting. Regulators may 

request ad hoc reports at any frequency. Ariadne provides the suitable platform for such 

reporting. Based on the fact, that all analytic results are available for every contract on a daily 

basis and the availability of the reporting criteria at the same level, it is possible to create any 

report in the shortest possible time. Ariadne offers a pivot reporting routine with reporting 

dimensions that can be freely chosen. Reports can be generated with a few drag and drops. 

This can reduce the costs of creating requested ad hoc reports from the regulator drastically. 


